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Citizens exercise their right to assemble
Recent anti-Trump rallies reopen debate on legality  of protests, questions extent of First Amendment rights
Hannah Clere
Assistant News Editor  
Matthew Titus 
News Reporter 

   Hordes of  people approach 
the scene with signs dragging 
behind them. When they reach 
the steadily growing crowd, they 
hold their signs up high in the 
air and join the chants--“Not 
My President”, “Love trumps 
hate.” Police offi cers surround 
the crowd as hundreds of  
protesters slowly begin to march 
at the Indiana Statehouse.

“It is an opportunity for like-
minded individuals to actively 

and cohesively demonstrate 
their strong disdain for and 
lack of  confi dence in Donald 
Trump as our president-
elect,” said retired freelance 
Communications Consultant 
Barbara Loczi, referring to the 
recent surge of  anti-Donald 
Trump protests across the 
United States following the 
recent presidential election.

The protests have been 
surrounded by controversy since 
their conception. Some believe 
they are a vital expression of  the 
American people, while others 
think they are dangerous and 
disruptive acts of  rebellion.

 “I think that we have the right 
to protest, we have that in our 
constitution, so I don’t really see 
anything wrong with protesting 
itself, but I don’t agree with the 
[recent anti-Trump] protests,” 
said sophomore Kate Meldrum, 
founder of  the FC Republican 
Club.

Despite the opposition, 
many people believe that 
American protests are extremely 
important, especially in modern 
times.

“I think they get a group 
heard if  it’s done in the right way. 
I don’t think violent protests 
always get the ends that people 

set out to accomplish, but if  
you protest and you’re doing 
it with a true conviction and 
you’re doing it with like minded 
people, I think it can get policy 
makers to hear constituents,” 
said Hamilton Southeastern 
English teacher Jacquie Carson.

Historically, protests, and, 
in some cases, riots, have been 
a cornerstone of  American 
politics; Americans have been 
protesting laws and politicians 
they have deemed unjust since 
the American Revolution.

“I think you can effect a 
great deal of  change because 
you’re having people hear you 

and see the actual in-your-
face feelings they have about a 
certain situation,” said Carson. 

The question is whether 
or not these public displays 
are lawful. The protests are, 
in fact, completely legal: the 
First Amendment to the U.S. 
Constitution defends citizens’ 
rights to petition their grievances 
to the government and voice 
their political opinions in a 
public setting.

 “It’s one thing that’s very 
unique about America, it’s 
that we do have freedom of  
assembly, freedom to petition, 
freedom of  speech,” said social

PROTESTER WALTER BECK chants in the crowd of protesters on the front steps of the Indiana Statehouse early during an anti-Trump demonstration on Nov. 12. Anti-Trump demonstrations 
broke out throughout the country following the electoral college prediction released early Nov. 9
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